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Math, English remedial work varies from average
by Mary Oinnemlller
•lad raportar

Students entering the University
last year required less remedial
work in mathematics man the
statewide average, but 5 percent
more in the area of English skills.
According to a report on
enrollments in remedial courses at
state-assisted colleges and universities released Monday by the Ohio
Board of Regents, about 24 percent
of all entering students required
special work in mathematics and 14

percent in English to reach college
level standards.
University figures revealed that
11 percent of all entering students
in 1978-79 took Math 090 and 19 percent were placed in English 110.
While the report results show
there is a problem, "I have a lot of
problems with comparability from
university to university in this
report," Dr. Richard R. Eakin,
vice provost for institutional planningand student affairs .said yesterday.
HE EXPLAINED

that the

range of percentages, from University of Miami's 0 percent in English
to Ohio State University's 51 percent, is so large and the definition
of a remedial course so broad that
the report does not offer a basis for
comparing the quality of school
districts or universities.
For the Regents study, University figures were taken for math 090,
English 110 and 091. These were
determined to be remedial courses
by the Regents who asked for
figures of classes that are not solely
comprised of college-level work
and regardless of funding sources.

The English department does not
consider English 110 remedial, according to Kathleen A. Hart,
English coordinator.
It is a class where "students
don't have the skills they ought to
have," she said.
ONCE STUDENTS considered
English 111 remedial, Hart said.
But she added that students in 110
need work in mechanics and
sentence structures and those in 111
must polish organization and
development; skills which are
essential for writing.

The enrollment in the three
levels of the English curriculum at
the University has shifted over the
last six year, but so has the course
content, Hart said.
In 1974-75, of all freshmen at the
University, 4.7 percent were placed
in 111A, (equivalent to current 110)
42.7 percent took 111B and 51.8 percent tested into 112.
In contrast, after taking the
placement test 17.4 porcent of this
year's freshmen were pla ed in 110,
an overwhelming 76.3 percent
tested into HI and only 6.2 percent
were placed in 112.

HART SAID that over the years
the English department has increasingly noticed that students
have not done much expository or
analytical writing in high school.
She believes that after four years
of high school students ought to be
able to write well enough to place
into 112 or at least in 111.
She said that the essay placement test given to all entering
students is essential because if
"you are trying to find out if he's
competent in writing, if there is no
writing sample, then consider it
continued on page 4
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SGA will delay
meeting half hour
The Student Government
Association's regular weekly
meeting will begin one-half
hour later today at 9:30 p.m.
in 200 Moseley Hall.
According to SGA President Michael D. Zinicola, the
meeting is being delayed so
senators and officers can attend the BG-Miami basketball game at 7:30 p.m. in
Anderson Arena.
Senator Lori L. Herbert is
a Falcon cheerleader and
would not be able to arrive
at the meeting at the regular
time, and other senators attending the game would also
be late, Zinicola said.
On the agenda, senators
will discuss an organisational programming board,
photo IDs and bike paths, but
will not vote on a constitutional amendment to add
more senators despite plans
made during last week's
SGA meeting.

weather
Snow flurries. High 25F
(-4C), low 10F (-12C), 80 percent chance of precipitation.

by Cralg S. Hyde

Tom Hilty, University professor
of art, is one of four artists whose
work will be featured in a public
television series on the arts in the
United States.
The 13-part series, titled
"Frames of Reference," deals with
art forms in the United States from
sculpture to ballet.
Hilty and three other artists were
chosen to produce a segment of the
series dealing with visual art form
combined with camera.
The series is being funded by the
National Endowment for the Arts
and WGBH-TV in Boston.
"PART OF their purpose is to get
local artists working with their
local TV stations," Hilty said.
Different segments of the show
are being produced in conjunction
with local public TV stations across
the country. The University
station, WBGU-TV, has worked
closely with Hilty, who describes
the work as "visual art form
combined with camera."
Hilty was asked to create and
tape his own segment for the series
after he applied through WBGUTV.
"I submitted a proposal, but it
was not accepted right away. They
wanted to see some examples of
what I'd done before."
After he was accepted, Hilty and
his three associates (also selected
by WGBH) combined their efforts
into a 30-minute program. The
central theme of their work is
dreams.

Tom Hilty, University professor ot art, critiques a sludant'a work. In addition to his
teaching duties, Hilty has been working on a segment ot a 13-part television series, In
which ha will be featured, about art In the United Stataa.

"WE HAD complete freedom,
but the theme dealing with dreams
was set by Boston. The theme
characterizes my work and that of
my fellow artists," he said.
For the program, Hilty created a
series of drawings, some simple
and some complex, which were
superimposed over the face of a
sleeping woman. This effect, plus a
variety of camera techniques,
gives the illusion of sleep, fantasy
and dreams.
"We had problems giving the
viewer a feeling of a sleeping

woman. Sometimes you get ideas
in your head, but you're Jumping
around awhile before you get a
handle on it and decide what you
want to do," Hilty said.
With two live models, Channel 57
director Ken Miller and eight
camera men from WBGU, Hilty
created his film.
"WHEN WE finally came up
with an approach, we created a
dream feeling by using my
drawings over a sleeping figure.
We used a lot of layering, moving

deeper and deeper into the image.
"We started with the models in
various stages of sleep. As the
model turns, the viewer gets a
cloud of drawings layered over the
figure."
He went on to explain that it was
difficult to get the drawings to
correspond with the movement of
the models.
"My drawings had to be precise.
The surface drawings had to be
realistic, but the design element
itself could be very imaginative.

Half photo by Tim Weethoven

"It took us a long time to get all
the moves just right," he said.
When the 13 segments of the
series are complete, probably in
late spring, WGBH-TV in Boston
will market them. The Public
Broadcasting System is expected
to purchase the package, which
Hilty said probably will be aired in
the New York City and Boston
areas sometime this summer.
Hilty added that Channel 57 will
most likely air the show, but until
the series is completed no local air
time can be set.

Faculty members speak out on semester proposal
by Daniaa Sakal
staff reporter

Although it will be several months before a vote will
be taken on the proposed change to the semester
system, faculty members informally voiced their opinions on the academic implications of the change at
yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting.
A senator representing the College of Education explained the problems a semester system would pose
for education majors.
The state requires students to complete 10 weeks of
internship or practical field experience. With the
16-week semester, there is a question about what the
student would do during the remaining six weeks.
Senator Thomas Anderson said, the fall quarter
opening date is a plus to those faculty members who
prefer to travel in late August and September as opposed to May.

RESPONSE WAS offered by members who feel
students are unable to expand their thinking potential
with the limited learning time a quarter provides and
suggested that the faster students learn, the faster
they forget.
A final point recognized the impact the change would
have on future students. Educational studies apparently indicate that in 5-10 years, 50 percent of the college
population will be made up of students 22 years or
older.The quarter system may make it easier for
students to"stop out" and return to school.
The Senate will further discuss and vote on the matter after a formal report is released by the ad hoc
calendar committee sometime in mid-March.
The ad hoc committe will hold an open forum on
Feb. 14 at 9 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom
Union, to receive input from the University community.
FACULTY MEMBERS also had an opportunity to

air their feelings on a discussion by the Senate Executive Committee concerning perceptions that
"faculty influence in Academic Council is inadequate
for a variety of reasons."
One of the perceptions is that the deans on Council
"caucus" before meetings, vote as a bloc and carry
the vote of students and the representative of the Council of Chairs. At the present time, there are eight
deans, seven elected faculty representatives, three
Faculty Senate representatives and three student
representatives on Council.

University Provost Michael RFerrari said the matter is of real concern. However, be asked for specific
issues and incidents that have occured within the last
18 months that demonstrate lack of faculty representation.
v
Several faculty members commented on experiences they have had while serving on Council.

However, no recent issues were cited and it appeared
the majority of Senate felt the information was just
rumor-a rumor that in effect suggested dishonesty
among the most esteemed people at the University,
one senator commented.
SENATE CHAIRMAN Thomas Kinney said the matter ultimately will be brought before the Senate Executive Committee and the Academic Council in an attempt to eliminate any problems that may exist.

In other business, the academic policies committee
currently is trying to alleviate discrepancies concerning courses that are graded on an S-U basis. At the present time, not all S-U courses are listed as such in the
general bulletin. The committee hopes to gather a
complete listing of all courses that are offered only S-U
so students are aware of the grading system before
registering for the course.

tiations:

Ubrary periodical trade no closer to resolution-Chenault

by Paul O'Donnall
and Gary Benz

A resolution in the University
Library's attempted trade of 90
bound periodicals for their
microfilm equivalent is no closer
than when the legal negotiations
began three months ago, Myron M.
Chenault, assistant vice president
of institutional contracts, said
yesterday.
Chenault, who also is part of the
unviersity's legal counsel in the
negotiations, said, "It would be inappropriate to discuss the issue at
this time.
"When I'm negotiating any kind

of deal, I just think it's inappropriate for those issues to be laid
out," he continued. "The decision
for me to be silent on certain
matters is my own decision."
The Sept 4, 1979 trade, which
Library Dean Dwight Burlingame
claimed he made with Educo Services International, Valhalla, N.Y.,
has been frozen in negotiations
after faculty protest and reconsideration by the University administration.
ALTHOUGH BURLINGAME
had said earlier that he made what
he felt was a "routine decision,"
Chenault also said he is not "free to

discuss" who made the initial
agreement with Educo.
Chenault said the University has
received a "considerable amount"
of the periodicals' microfilm
equivalent from Educo, but he added that no periodicals have or will
leave the University.
"We haven't gone backwards,"
Chenault said. "It's still a matter of
both sides taking strong positions.
"Again, our position is that no
periodicals will leave without prior
consultation with the faculty," he
added.
THIS POSITION was first enunciated by Provost Michalel R. Ferrari, and Chenault said he was ask-

ed to find legal arguments to support the University's position.
The microfilm equivalent received by the University is still in its
shipping cartons and is being held
until Educo responds with an address to which the microfilm can be
returned, Chenault said.
"We haven't really pushed the
matter that strongly, though,"
Chenault said.
In January, Ferrari said both
state and institutional practices apparently were violated by the attempted trade, but he declined to
elaborate on the specifics of the
violations.
FERRARI DID say in January
that there is not a legal contract in-

volved in the trade, but Chenault
said yesterday that differences remain on both sides - the University
and Educo - regarding whether a
legal contract does exist.
Chenault would not elaborate on
the status of these differences. But
he did say the negotiations would
not have resulted unless Educo felt
there was an agreement for the
trade.
Chenault also declined to discuss
standard University procedure for
this type of transaction.
"I'm not sure if it would be appropriate to comment on that now
because we're still in negotiations
and it's a part of our defense," he
said.

However, it has been learned that
the transaction apparently is in
violation of at least one University
regulation for disposition of surplus
equipment, which states, "In all
cases, surplus equipment will be offered first to other state agencies
before being offered for public
sale."
Chenault said the University's
legal counsel has been counaulting
about two or three times weekly
with the lawyer representing
Charles Cecera, president of
Educo.
"We don't want to do any damage
to Mr. Cecera," Chenault said.
"We're trying to resolve the situation in the best interests of the
University."

opinion—
Double jeopardy
You walk into a store, pick out a nice coat and proceed to the cashier's counter, where you pay your $40.
But as you head toward the front door, you have to
stop at another cashier's desk and shell out another $40
for the same product.
Most consumers would create quite a stink about
paying twice for the same product. In the same light,
state representatives are creating a stir in the
legislature concerning how taxpayer dollars are being
spent on education in the state.
According to state Rep. Donna Pope (R-Parma),
Ohio taxpayers are paying twice for the same education of Onions youths. They pay, directly and indirectly,
not only for the basic elementary and secondary public
school education, but also for state-supported colleges
and universities that offer more and more remedial
courses.
The remedial courses, such as Math 090, Education
Curriculum and Instruction 091 and English 110 at the
University, are geared primarily for students who
have not developed basic skills that will be needed to
proceed in those areas.
The primary question is: Why were students not
competent enough to take introductory-level college
courses in basic subjects, passed through the high
school program?
Although the answer may vary between school
districts, Pope thinks an immediate solution is essential. Her answer comes in the form of a statewide
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Under
that bill, the state Board of Education would
be required to develop and administer tests for
reading, writing and arithmetic at various grade
levels. Emphasis for this testing program would be in
the 11th grade level.
High school students would be given four chances to
pass the test, and, if unable to do so, would not be
awarded a high school diploma. Instead, the student
would be given a certificate of completion, which could
provide problems for those students when they progress to the higher levels of education.
Pope's proposal is a good idea, although certain
aspects will have to be hammered out before the action
could be put into law. The pressure then would fall on
the state Board of Education to come up with a fair and
competent testing system that sufficiently would
resolve the issue.
Any proposal that requires a long walk needs its first
steps. Pope's bill seems to fit that definition.

The key to winning
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - A
primer for primary candidates i
The thing to remember about the
New Hamsphire primary is that
you can win it and still lose it, you
can lose it and still win it, but since
it began three decades ago no one
has ever been elected president
without winning it.
Lyndon Baines Johnson won the
1968 New Hampshire primary with
49 percent of the votes. However,
because he scored 95 percent four
years before, he was deemed to
have lost to Sen. Eugene McCarthy, who had only 42 percent of the
Democratic votes.
IN 1972 Sen. George McGovem
lost the Democratic primary to
Sen. Edmund Muskic, with only 37
percent of the vote to Muskie's 46
percent, but was hailed as the
upset winner. Muskie, along the
way, wept on the back of a flatbed
truck in downtown Manchester,
which is not considered a good
campaign tactic in these parts.
Jimmy Carter won a resounding
Democratic victory last time
around with a whopping 26 percent

focus
Hugh A. Mulligan
of the votes, while Ronald Reagan
scored a dismal 48 percent in losing
to Republican Gerald Ford who
had a stunning 49 percent.
And Henry Cabot Lodge won the
GOP side of the event in 1964
without setting a foot within 10,000
miles of New Hampshire. He beat
Barry Goldwater and Nelson
Rockefeller while serving as
ambassador in Saigon and was the
last American winner to come out
of Vietnam.
You can win the New Hampshire
primary and still not be nominated
by your party, as happened to
Ambassador Lodge and twice to
Estes Kefauver, or you can lose it
and still be nominated, as was the
case with Barry Goldwater.
Hugh A Mulligan Is
special correspondent.
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Hollywood was abuzz yesterday
with the speculation that Elizabeth
Taylor's latest husband, Sen. John
Warner (R-Va.) may costar in his
wife's next film, a sequel to her 1963
classic, "Cleopatra."
'"Cleopatra II' may prove to be
one of the biggest films our company has had since 'Little Shop of
Horrors,'" said B. O. Bonanza, vice
president in charge of publicity at
American International Pictures.
Taylor will play the title role,
while hubby Warner
la slated
for the part of Roman general of
Marc Antony, one of Cleopatra's
lovers. Samuel Z. Arkoff will produce the film during Warner's next
congressional recess.
SOURCES IN the know say the
part of Julius a poor peanut farmer
who becomes leader of the Roman
Republic through his heroic
miutary exploits, will be played by
retired beauty pageant host Bert
Parks.
The action is set in Alexandria,
Egypt in the year 47 B.C. Marc An-
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Mike Gueulette
tony and Julius Caesar are attending a conference of the Secret
Order of Pharoahs and High Priests
to discuss relations with southern
European barbarians threatening
to invade the fertile Mesopotarnian
region.
In one dramatic confrontation,
Antony and Caesar urge the lessor
pharoahs to consider the possibility
of conscripting young men to
revitalize the Republic's army and
navy, flagging due to moral decay,
desertion, and too many orgies.
Cleopatra, incenced at the Idea of
a drafting only men, advises the
assembled statesmen to grant
females equal rights and to make
them eligible for mandatory
military service.
"ABSOLUTELY NOT!" bellows
Marc Antony. "The woman is a

great work of art spawned onto a
pedestal by Venus the goddess of
beauty. The visitation of the
menses during battle will surely be
an evil omen."
"Our forces will be doomed to
failure," responds Cleopatra. "The
heathens to the north are already
mobilized and have momentum.
Without women in the ranks, the
Republic's faltering army and
navy are clearly outnumbered.
"We can't take the passive role,"
she continues. "It la better for
women to fight shoulder to shoulder
with the men than to be raped by
the armies of the Romans and the
invaders. The women wishing to
avoid the conscription will become
heavy with child and provide the
republic with a new generation of
soldiers to replace those lost in battle and desertion in the long struggle ahead."
Marc Antony raises his hand in
an attempt to silence the outspoken
Queen of the Nile.

"DONT YOU steady me with
that all-domineering hand of
yours," says Cleopatra.
"I'm sorry," the-general says,
"but you don't have a vote on this
issue."
The resolution of the conflict is
effected by Caesar, also one of
Cleopatra's lover's. Caesar senses
unrest among the people of the
republic, and to ensure continued
popular support during a time of
crisis, intercedes on Cleopatra's
behalf.
Recessionary trends in the
economy have promted Arkoff to
shoot "Cleopatra II" domesticly in
California's Mohave desert, a site
Bonanza says will ensure safety of
the cast and crew and completion
of the film with lnteruption due to
increasing political tensions in the
Middle East.
Mike Gueulette Is former editor
of The Revue.

letters
Appeal: where do
I go from here?
In response to your letter in The
BG News on Feb. 1, I960, gals, I
totally disagree. Why did you write
It when you don't know my appeal
case, personally? Are you looking
for glory? I am not.
The professors I have encountered in the geography department, have been boring and unwilling to help any student with their
problems. Maybe I have taken the
wrong professors, I cannot be
positive.
The geography professors I have
had have always been too busy with
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respond,
If you would like to comment on
something in The News or
anything of student Interest,
write to The News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Include your
address and telephone number
for verification
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to ;
Editorial Editor, The BG News,
106 University Hall.

their projects. What about poor old
me? What about the poor common
students who give the professors,
money for their geography projects?
People, my questions were not
always recognized by this
geography professor. It's sad,
because I was "fighting for my college degree." It's still missing. Can
you blame me for appealing my
case to you, the students?
Basically, I feel I have received
excellent advice from professors at
Bowling Green State University;
but not this bad geography professor. Do you know who I mean,
geograpny department? I attempted to make my appointments with
this bad geography professor. 1
made mine, but my geography professor missed his appointments. I
am a student, I must keep my appointments, unless problems,
develop. Why should professors be
any different, if they are living off
my hard earned money? Granted,
if they have a good reason, they
have an excuse. But come on now,
all quarter, students? I do not think
so, frankly, students.

I made many appointments with
the graduate assistant, he honored
two all fall quarter, 1979.1 wanted
my college degree, can you blame
me? I still think I've got an appeal,
don't you, students?
Especially, when I still possess
all of the old tests adminstered by
this geography graduate assistant.
This graduate assistant Just hap
pens to reside In New York, now.
Geography Department what was
the outcome of my appeal? Do I
receive my college degree, now or
what? Will I have to appeal further
to the College of Arts and Sciences
or what?
Jeff Hockman
106Conklin

An absurd and
chauvinistic view
Again I read an article pointing
its finger at women and saying,
HA:
The general idea is that women

were trying to sneak some goodies
out of the Jar of life and have now
been caught., in the proposed draft.
This is an absurd and
chauvinistic view of women. It is
implying that women were trying
to get something they didn't
deserve-equal rights. Now they
say they will have to pay for that attempt. The punishment being the
draft. This Is a ridiculous way to
look at something that will affect us
all. The draft should not be a
punishment for either sex. War is
not a playground for equality; war
is hell!
What makes me angry is that
women are still being used. The
ERA was not passed so that women
could live equally in the United
States, but I've no doubt that it
would be passed if America went to
war. I'm not advocating that
women be draft dodgers or
anything of the like. What I am suggesting is that before they go marching equally off to die, they should
take a long look at what good will
be done for the women's liberation
at the home front.
Carolyn Balsler
253 McDonald East
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SGA to hear legal service report,
delay membership increase vote

briefs
Panel to discuss Asia

PRSSA sponsors luncheon

A panel discussion titled "The Western Asian
Crises: Superpowers and the Third World" will be
held at 7:30 p.m. today in the McFall Center
Assembly Room. Dr. John Eriksen, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences; Dr. Edward Shuck Jr.,
director of international student program; and Ben
Muego, instructor of political science, will participate in the session. Raef Fakhoury, chairman of
the World Student Association, will act as
moderator. The program is free and public.

The University chapter of the Public Relations
Student Society of America is sponsoring Roundtable, an informal luncheon with a public relations
professional, at 11:30 a.m. Friday in the Pheasant
Room, Union. This month's speaker is Reginald
Jackson, APR, formerly of Floumov-Glbbs Inc. of
Toledo. Cost of the lunch is *3 and only 10 reservations are available. Interested students should sign
up at the School of Journalism as soon as possible. A
$1 deposit is due at sign-up time.

SCU seeks student workers
A meeting for sutdents Interested in working with
the Student Consumer Union will be held at 9 p.m.
today in Student Services Court Room, fourth floor,
Student Services Bldg. The meeting is open to all.

Women's workshop continues
A continuing workshop for women about Feminist
Values in Female-Male Relationships begins with a
brown bag lunch session at 12:30 p.m. today in the
Taft Room, Union. The workshop, sponsored by
Women for Women, is free and public.

Marriages to be discussed
Dr. Kathleen Campbell, University professor of
home economics, will discuss the problems and patterns in dual career marriages at 3 p.m. today in the
Faculty Lounge, Union. The program, which will
take a realistic look at why women work outside the
home, is part of the Women for Women series, sponsored by Women's Studies. The presentation is free
and public.

Bloodmobile at University
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be open from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. today and tomorrow in the Grand
Ballroom, Union. Appointments are not necessary.

VocalJsts win

perform

The Lieder Quartet will present a program of
vocal music at 8 p.m. today in Bryan Recital Hall,
Musical Arts Center. The group is based in Paris
and specializes in vocal ensemble music by
classical and modern composers. It has appeared at
several European music festivals and has made
several recordings. The program is free and public.

IRS toll-free nunrber listed
Taxpayers who have questions about their 1979
federal income tax returns may call the Internal
Revenue Service toll free at 1-800-362-9050 between
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.

WANTED:

Soles Monoger for WFAL Radio
Commission plus incentives, internship credit available.
Background in marketing, management orcommunications
fields helpful. We will train you. Should be a sophomore
or junior and be willing to work 15 or more hours every
week.
Apply at 413 South Hull or call 2-2195.
Applications accepted through 2/13/80.

by Bart Porter
stall reporter

Time is the most crucial element
in the future of the Student Legal
Services bill now in a subcommittee of the Ohio House, Mark E.
Krach, president of the Ohio Student Association, said yesterday.
Krach, who is the University Student Government Association state
and community affairs coordinator, testified before the subcommittee Jan. 31 in support of the
bill.
If passed, the bill would provide
legal consultation services to Ohio
students through a group legal services insurance plan, Krach said
Payment for the service would be
voluntary for each student and
each Ohio university or college
would determine what type of plan
would be used at that institution, if
any, he said
"THE OSA sees the bill as opening the doors for today's student to
be able to receive legal assistance
at reasonable prices," Krach said
Krach said he told the committee
that most college students do not
have the money to pay for an attorney.
"A student legal assistance program would allow students to get
the advice they need for little or no
fees," Krach said.
The bill should particularly
benefit students in landlord-tenant

disputes and with consumer problems, Krach said, explaining that
statistics from states with similar
programs show these situations
make up most of the cases.

Also at today's meeting, a constitutional amendment to increase
the number of SGA senators from
18 to 24 will not be voted upon,
despite plans made during last
week's meeting.

KRACH HOPES the bill will be
passed by the General Assembly
before it recesses for summer.
SGA President Michael D.
Zinicola said he is satisfied with
Krach's testimony and believes it
will be helpful to Ohio's colleges.
"The testimony and speech was
very important because it has gotten the show on the road," Zinicola
said
At today's SGA meeting, Krach
will present a report on his
testimony. The meeting is at 9:30
p.m. in 200 Moseley Hall.

FULL SENATE attendance and
a two-thirds majority vote U required to pass the amendment.
Senators Bonita Hogg and Dana
Kortokrax will not be able to attend
the meeting for personal reasons,
making a vote unconstitutional,
Zinicola said.
He added that he would like to see
this rule removed from SGA governing policy.
Zinicola said he does not know
how long it will be before the vote is
taken.
In other business, senators will
discuss a proposal for a programming board that would meet with
representatives of all campus
organizations.

ALSO IN his general report,
Krach will discuss the progress of
an ad hoc committee he heads to inform students about President
Carter's call for draft registration
and to prepare a student opinion
survey to be taken in two weeks.

ALTHOUGH MANY of the major
campus organizations send
representatives to regular SGA
meetings, many of the smaller
organizations do not.
Through the board, a representative would give a formal report to
SGA concerning what each
organization is doing in respect to
any projects or problems, Zinicola
said.
"We never hear what smaller
campus groups are doing or if they
need our help," he said

SGA initially planned to take a
survey this week, but met opposition from students and representatives of Veterans Against Conscription at last week's SGA
meeting.
Persons opposing the immediate
survey suggested SGA wait about
four weeks so students could
become better informed about the
issue.

IS LOOKING FOR
CARD DEALERS FOR
THEIR
MARDIGRAS CASINO
ANYCNE INTERESTED CAN
CALL THE MARDIGRAS
HOTLINE. 372-2638
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DIXIE'S ENERGY SA VING IDEA FOR THE 80'S
a
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COME RIDE
THE
DIXIE
BUS
Beginning WED. JAN. 16TH
Will Be Providing BUS TRANSPORTATION To All
Bowling Green Students FOR ONLY 25* EVERY WED.
College Greek Nite Pickups Will Be At The Student Union
Every Half-Hour Starting 8:00 p.m.
" SO WHY DON'T YOU

/!

**

RIDE THE DIXIE BUS &
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!
~^V

For Further Information Call 874-8649
No Cover with College ID

Come Plug
Yourself In!
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Prof awarded *64,000 grant
for study of trucking
deregulation on businesses
by Lisa Bowers

next guy."

"One thing I know for certain is that it
is a very complicated issue. Some of
these small businesses are shippers,
some are truckers and it may be that
what is best for one may not be best for
the other," he said.

A University professor has received a
164,000 grant from the U.S. Small
Business Administration to study the
effects of trucking deregulation on small
businesses.
Pr. Michael Pustay, assistant
professor of economics, received the
grant in September from the independent government agency to conduct the 18-month research project.
The Federal Interstate Commerce
Commission has regulated the trucking
industry since the early 1930s, but the
issue of the deregulation has been hotly
debated over the years. ICC regulations
control, in one way or another, what
merchandise truckers can haul, where
they deliver, how they get there and how
much they charge once they arrive.
Pustay said he and economics
graduate student Roseanne Pajka will
study whether small business owners
are being helped or hurt by ICC
regulations and bow regulation affects
the ability of small business owners to
obtain other forms of carrier service.

He added that both sides in the issue
have strong feelings about what the
effects of deregulation would be.
SUPPORTERS of deregulation claim
small
businesses
are
being
discriminated against and licensing
restrictions are sometimes inefficient,
Pustay said. They believe deregulation
would provide better service for their
businesses, he added.
On the other hand, Pustay said, opponents of deregulation feel the ICC
effectively protects the small
businesses. He said the opponents
believe that if these licensing restrictions were not enforced, truckers would
not service the small communities and
businesses.
He said both sides have very few facts
and "no one really knows what the effects of dereg ulation would be."

HE ALSO said they will examine ICC
records and compare tariff rates to see if
regulation protects small business
owners from price and service
discrimination.
"I honestly don't know what I will find
or what the final outcome will be,"
Pustay said. "I'm just as curious as the

Pustay added that by March 1961 he
hopes to present each side of the
deregulation issue to the U.S. Small
Business Administration.

Leisurely giving

staff photo by Tim C»rrig
Junior math major Ken Markward, foreground, reads the News as he Is donating Mood at the Red
Cross blood station In the Union yesterday. In the background, R.N. Arm Rlchley draws blood from
freshmen psychology major Karen McDevltt.

remedial courses *-»-.i
(the test results) invalid."
Scholastic Aptitude Test results
under the English section do not
have anything to do with writing,
Hart said.
"IT IS A very conservative
grammar test," that only
measures aptitude and should not
be used for placement, she said.

The math department does not
believe that Math 090 is remedial,
but rather developmental.
It is developmental in the sense
that it is available for students who
have not taken math (courses) in
high school and are being exposed
to it for the first time, Dr.
Waldemar C. Weber, associate pro-

fessor of mathematics and
statistics, said.
He added that anyone on any
level can take Math 090 or Math 110
just for the experience.
A NEW placement test, introduced for the first time last summer,
will put more students into Math
110, while fewer are being advised

Join the

in Laudvrdalv
Spring Break?

STUDENT
CONSUMER UNION

Student Suntrips offers
these accommodations
„right now!

Organizational meeting
TONIGHT
9 p.m.
Court room, fourth floor
Student Services
because you
deserve to
know-

in Math 090. Of the 7,746 who took
math classes in the 100 and 200
level, 1,096 were in Math 110.
Last year 658 students took Math
090 and 1,568 had taken Math 110.
With the new placement test, and
figures from only two of the four
quarters, 1,748 students have taken
or are taking Math 110 with even

Budweiser * Florida * Breakout

Help Students Become
Better Consumers

Positions Available In:
Complaints
Housing
Public Relations
Special Projects

to take 090, Weber said.
A combined effect of the
American Collegiate Testing program and SAT scores with the
placement test results could mean
fewer students in Math 090 this
year than in the past, he added.
From September 1977 through
July 1978, there were 538 students

e 1114/peraon/week
• Conveniently located on
The Strip'
• For UMrvQtKxi Inforrrancfi

A

Cdl Toll FnM-1-800-282-3432
Anumjwiienti by Student Suntript, Inc

fewer Math 090.
ALTHOUGH HE said he is not
familiar with the remedial math
curricula at the other colleges in
the Regents study, other than
University of Toledo, Weber did indicate that there has been a high attrition rate in college algebra and
calculus classes.

A Personalized T-Shirt
For Valentines Efevy
Desigi Your Own,
Or Use Our Art To
Create A Gift For
Your Sweetheart!

J

tWE'LLALSOPRINTON
YOUR "PERSONAL"ITEMS!!

D.J. SHOPS, INC
115 W. Merry Bowling Green
352-9157 Dorothy Joyce, Owner

w

Trade in your
GOLD
high school ring

**>

^

on any Jostens' College Ring

8<

$

95

?£ 68

SPECIAL OFFERING TODAY!
A new LUSTRIUM College Ring- ▼
(America's newest fine jeweler's alloy)

Your cost with trade in...
$ NO
^CHARGE
2 DAYS ONLY
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

Wed-Thurs
Feb. 6 & 7
10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m.

Your Haircut Should Look as
Good After Five Days
as rf Does After Five Minute*.
Aiw ii will wtvn you com* lo Command Ptrlomv
.inci' V*-shampoo cut and blow dry your run with
PWCJMH
FNviSKtn ivliirutting kiH'DS your hair looking
on',11 long ,iiii» WHIW had ii done Mcaioc the
h,m is , ur m lunnony wilh Iho way il glows And
l»v.i.i«o il~ ml to tail mlo piaco nainraiiy you
ihMll havo IOKIVPIIISMIHI wilh il
II .«• nisi I.Hifl.i-n dollaii lo 0.11s a guy*
No .looointmoiiis nivi-ssan/ We also othv Dermai»-nl».ivi* ,oloiing linMmg ami conditioning
M.ik.' you IV.I rum-lit a cmvwon runicm and
't'u will l h.Hi-v.HnM'11 thi moininqaflri
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WHAT CAN YOU DRAW FROM THE WELL?"
Paapte, Pnmpkleti and Proeramt M Pramalr
Hr.lthi,r Lifntylrr M a penonal or fraap hiiii.

TH« HAIRCUTTINQ PLACE

BEE QEE CENTER 352-115.
Next to New Rink's at 1600 North Main
WOOOVILLE MALL M3-S333
At Main Entrance across from Fox Theatre
FRANKLIN PARK MALL 472-MM
At SW entrance opposite Ohio Citizens Trust

WHO CAN GO TO "THE WELL?"
"Tha Writ" u Jar yarn, ike ttmdenu and 1$ rum ar
trained VmtwmUy Parr Hraltk Adriaan and Kdncalon.
WHERE IS THE WELL?
The Wall" 1$ laralrd in Raom tlO an mar trr.,,,1 Jl.wr
aj Ikr Vniemlly Health Serrlrei Bmildinr.
Drop in ind Browse or Call: ,t7MMM

(10 percent discount tor BG students on any
service...and no appointment ever needed!!)

FREE!
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elsewhere,
Raying it safe
Slav* Hold* of Waurlord
Township near Pontlac, Mich.,
playad II aafa aa ha kapt a amall
boat naxt to hit lea flahing hole on
Sllvar Laka racantly. Thara hava
baan aavaral drownlnga In Michigan
Ihl* yaar whara flaharman Ml
9 through thin tea.
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Heroism met brutality in New Mexico Slate Penitentiary
squad armed with blowtorches and
axes killed some prisoners in a
ceUblock that held men identified
as informants.

should not have been there in the
first place.
After revising the death count
several times, officals said
yesterday at least 36 inmates diedsome of overdoses of drugs-in the
36-hour reign of terror, the most
savage prison riot of modern times
in this country. Thirty-nine had
been reported dead at one time.

THE MURDERS, beheadings,
torture and mutiliations ended
when state police and National
Guardsmen moved in Sunday
afternoon.
Warden Jerry Griffin placed the
death toll at 33 Tuesday, but three
other officials said 36 were con-

Inmates said a convict execution

Prison tragedy may be repeated
by Aaaoclatad Praas

Prisons in nearly half the states
currently house more inmates than
they were built to hold, and in the
wake of the prison riot in New Mexico, some officials say similar
disturbances are an ever-present
threat.
"It's only a matter of time before
we'll have the same thing in Wyoming," said Duane Shillinger,
warden of the state penitentiary at
Rowlings, Wyo.
"Yes, we're worried," said
Virginia Department of Correc-

tions spokesman Wayne Farrar.
"You start to feel the pinch when
you're 80 to 85 percent of capacity,
and we began feeling that pinch
long ago. There will certainly be
future problems if nothing is done
to cope with the situation. We have
been fortunate, so far,"
In California, whose state prisons
house 20,702 inmates, about a 100
more than they were designed for,
corrections department spokesman
Philip Guthrie said: "I don't want
to indulge in any self-fulfilling prophecies, but the more crowded you

get, the more likely some riot or
life-threatening situation."
Overcrowding is Just one of many
causes of prison unrest, the officials said. Others include poor
food, inadequate work and recreation programs. But overcrowding
was a leading cause of the riot in
New Mexico over the weekend in
which more than 30 inmates dies,
authorities there said.
And prison officials predict state
facilities will be bulging with Inmates through the 1960s because of
what they see as a law-and-order
mood pervading the country.

FIND OUT ABOUT

ABORTION

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

TOLL FREE
9 o.m. • 10 p.m.
1-8OO-438-8039

out i

firmed dead. Go v. Bruce King's
Griffin said a team of anpress secreatry, Jill Marron, said
thoropologists would sift through
Griffin's total did not include three
the burned-out gym, which inmates
bodies found in the burned-out
said had been used as a torture
gymnasium.
chamber, seeking more remains.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirrmniiHiiiinimii

The meeting at the Capitol was
not on Civiletti's original schedule
for the day and he was forced to
postpone another meeting which
had been delayed beyond its
original starting point.

The meeting with congressional
leaders followed by several hours
Civiletti's appearance before a
Senate subcommittee where be ran
into criticism because of the leak
that led to publication of details of
the FBI investigation.

American Cancer Society

SALE
ADIDAS AMERICANA
Racquetball & Basketball Shoe
Regular $31.°°
r>
SALE $24.°°
£$
SEAMCO 600
Sfl£>
BLUER-BALLS SALE gi^S/
Regular $3."
2.90 can w/coupon
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'VALENTINE?
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Place an ad for
SOMEONE SPECIAL
on the "BG News
Valentine Page".'
Hurry! Deadline is Feb. 11th,
4:00 p.m.
ONLY $3.00!
Come to 106 University Hall

If^PAUPERS

USED

irtunity to attend a state-supported
runiversity
il leOhiowithout .
latel

Q.
Q>

Attend the

HAS A WIDE VARIETY OF READING

<Q

^ 206 N. Main (next to Howards)

Wednesday. February 6. 7„30 p m.
1 12 Life Science Buildnin
ike the meeting? Contact the University
ol General Studies. 231 Administration
(372-02021 for details. Application deadline
nary 29.

J 9-5 Mon. - Sat.

W

9* Also, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
A>
Mon. & Fri. eve
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Help Wanted
Employer seeking
college student for
well-paying sunnier
job.
Please call

And you don't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to tind them Because this spring.
Ford's Insider magazine will feature an
entire issue on how and where to find summer
employment.
There will be information on government
jobs including tips on taking the Civil Service
exam Articles on overseas jobs. too. Intern
and co-op programs in private business Jobs
workin on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs at resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland And for the individualist, job
profiles of a clam digger and a magician

I

PAPErtBACKS«§

|STOP IN AND SEE!*

N5E INTEREST MEETING

Thertfsakrt
more of these
around
than you
might think.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Attorney
General Benjamin Civiletti
scheduled a meeting with congressional leaders on Capitol Hill late
yesterday to discuss the FBI's
political corruption investigation in
which eight members of Congress
have been implicated.

On his way to the Capitol, Civiletti
told reporters that he had initiated
the meeting.

f AP photo

SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) - While
more bodies were hunted in the
still-smouldering ruins of the New
Mexico State penitentiary, a state
official said yesterday many
prisoners risked their lives to save
hostages from the horrible
atrocities inflicted on some inmates.
Furthermore, Felix Rodrigues,
deputy secretary of criminal
justice, said many of the convicts
trapped in the weekend rioting

Civiletti to
meet on
FBI probe

THEBROIIERSOF
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
CONGRATULATE
ITHEBR NEW ACTIVES
Dan Baker
Hurry in!

Insider will help you find the summer job
you need. And to find Insider, all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
and look inside. It's free from Ford.
Look for Summer Job

Ham Harwood

Rick Jacobs

Ron Bauman

John Statler

Dale Morgans

Jim Beavers

Mike Minichello

Marc Fanning

Terrry Brannigan

Joel McGaughey

Issue of taskte
Surds continuing
series of cofcge
newspaper supplements.

Just fill out an
entry blank in
our Shady Lady
Lounge. Winner
will be announced
on Valentine's Day.
See you in
The Shady. Lady Lounge

FORD DIVISION

Ron Cootes

Craig Peters
Bill Wise

1628 E. Wooster Bowling Greer
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Despite pleas, U.S. Steel dismantling Ohio plant
WASHINGTON (AP) -U.S. Steel
Corp. will dismantle a big plant at
Youngstown, Ohio, despite
requests by workers that they be
allowed to lease or buy it, a company official told Congress
yesterday.

producing and rolling mill facilities
are worn out and largely obsolete.
These have no potential economic
use and will be dismantled. Land
will be available for other uses."
About 60 steelworkers were
crowded into a small business

America's largest steel producer
is sympathetic to the plight of
thousands of workers who will lose
their jobs when the plant closes
soon, said Joseph Dembeck, U.S.
Steel vice president for realty.
But he added, "The steel-

Reporter turned security guard
blasts Three Mile Island access
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) • A
reporter who got himself hired as a
guard at the Three Mile Island
nuclear plant later gained entry
through an unlocked door to the
sensitive control room, his
newspaper reported yesterday in
an article the plant's operators
tried to suppress.
The Guide, a muckraking Harrisburg area weekly, printed
copyright stories about the exploits
of cub reporter Robert Kapler
following a court battle in which
Metropolitan Edison Co. tried to
block publication.
"TMI: it's a Paradise Island for

the saboteur," said one headline.
"I waltz into unlocked control room
of Unit 2," said another.
Kapler said be was hired as an
unarmed watchman, a low-level
guard who is not supposed to have
access to the control room. Armed
guards, who have a higher security
clearance, do have such access.

by Kapler identified as the interior
of the control room and an unlocked control room door, with the knob
missing so that a piece of rope was
used to pull it open.

UNIT X is the facility severly
damaged last March in the worst
accident in the history of U.S. commericial nuclear power. Its control'
room is where vital reactor functions still are maintained.
The Guide published photographs

The newspaper also detailed
what Is claimed was laxity in the
plant security operation, which
allowed Kapler to get a Job as a
security guard with bogus identification and apparently without
having his background checked.

classified
LOST > FOUHO
Los! women's glasses last Fall
qfr. Plastic frames with wire
•rm pieces Call Lisa 2 5*71.
Lost Sharp calculator ELSI
MATE 5*0 near Main Sci. com
putor lab. If found, call Diana
m-an. Reward.
Seiko men's digital wrist watch,
lost Jan. 19, men's locker room.
Rec Center. Large reward. Call
((15) (77 4323 collect. Will
describe, Ho questions.

«to«»
To New York City area this
weekend. Can leave anytime
after Thurs. 4pm. Will pay (50 for
gas. Call Cindy, 35*KM* am
befara l:3Bem.
Help! Ride needed to NYC.
Baltimore or Washington, DC
area any weekend. Will help pay
gas «. share driving. Pam

WHIff,
HRVICH OFP1RSD
Same Day Typesetting Service
On Mast Joke, (ring Us Your
Reperfs, Indexes, Manuals,
Perms, Programs, Bulletins And
Resumes. 4( Type Paces
Available. Call The Platlands
Trader Newseeeerj »MHt,
Want something special for so
meone special? Personal por
traits or posters any subject
Very reasonable rates. Call Mike
Kehoe 352 0430.
Sound Machine has music for
every type of party. Auditions
available In our studio. Call
Pregnancy Aid a, Understanding.
EMPA. 352 5151 & 217 4639

UaaiL
US* Weekly Guaranteed. Work 2
hours dally at home (17(00 for
one hour dally). Free brochure.
W.P.B. (75 Harrison Ave. BdY
Columbus. Ohio 43215.
Birth control, test for pregnancy,
VD, early abortion at Toledo
Medical Services. Call (41()
243 3179 lor an eppt.
PERSONALS
Ski BOYNE HIGHLANDS Feb.
(10 with BGSU Ski Club for M7.
Info a, full payment due: Feb. b,
BA 103. 7:30.
UAO Is looking tor card dealers
tor their Merdl Gras Casino.
Anyone interested can call the
Merdl Gras Hotline J72-2eJ(. The
Medhatter Merdl Gras is Com

ioal
RESUME'
TYPESETTING

Mima.
Coma on out to vote for the best
male bodies on campus, today
from 10 5
Delta GammaMcDonald's Anchor Splash
bathing beauty contestants In the
Union Foyer check 'em out!
Scarlett, Frankly, my dear, I
don't give a hoot about any other
Pitta except Pealiei's Rhett.
The Fabulous Frequency Finder
Is listening for you I Keep your
Radio tuned to WFAL, 6(0 AM &

WIBt
MOONEY 3 Thanks lor making
my 31st such a special &
memorable one. My com
pliments to K a, B Productions!
You're ell great, Mary Jean
Don't lorget tonight is Anchor
Splash Night at Dime Come on
out (, join the fun! II
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
NEOPHYTES. YOU ARE ON
YOUR WAY TO ACTIVATION'
WE HOPE INSPIRATION
WEEK WILL BE MEAN
INOPUL FOR YOU. LOVE.
YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS.
Jeft. Mike I Dirk, thanks for the
date You Phi Psl's are great.
Alanne. Lynette. & Theresa.
Congratulations Scott Wesley on
being elected to I.F.C Judicial
Board, keep up the good work
Y.I.T.B. woody
WFAL. the AM that isn't, Is Red
Hot!! sat) AM sets your radio a
blele with smling songs &

Pam I'm so glad Tim could pull
that laboratory out of his ear Fri-

day, rm sura It's a weekend you
won't forget: Shirley, Bagels la
candle passing. Congrats Rodger
& Virginia on your Alpha Chi
Theta Chi lavallerlng. Love,

Weav,
WHO'S

YOUR

VALENTINE?

PLACE AN AO FOR SOMEONE
SPECIAL ON THE BO NEWS
VALENTINE
PAGEII
DEADLINE IS FEE. Ilth, 4:00
PM. ONLY tl.ett HURRYIH
Kirk's
Cain
Laundry
Is
ECONOMICAL E COINVE
NIENTII TOtS. MRl..
We buy gold ft silver! I Wooster
Richie, Aaayyyl Thumbs up on
the
roast
beef
subs
at
Pagllal's crusty French loaves
lam packed with hot roast beef ft
fixed the way I like 'em. Only a
nurd would go elsewhere. Arthur
Fontaretll.
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE INTEREST /neetlng
Feb. 6. 7:30 p.m., 112 Life
Science.
,
We wish you e very merry ft Hap
py Birthday Janis. Hey, from one
H.C. Queen to another. Live It
up! Ifs not too often you turn
over a new decade so make the
most ol It We lust wish we could
be there to celebrate It with you.
Love. EKe ft Pierre.
To the one ft only Nurse J t Happy
Birthday it's gonna be hard to top
your teens but you can do It. Use
ft abuse! So everyone, wish Janis
Sworobuka Happy B day. Love,
Boots.
'_
Nadine, Congratulations on your
"Lion Tamer of the Year
Award." Like that Phi Delt
"Smooth"--ness eh??Zeta Love,
Your Roomlet.
SARAH SAKEL congratulations
on your engagement to John.
Best of Luck in Sunny California!
Love, your "fun" roommatesKgok, Shaf, ft Bates,
Deener Happy Birthday! I Today
Is yours See you for dinner?
Your Bio Bro.
PADDLES ft LETTERS AT
AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS.
325 E? WOOSTER.
Golden. Hearts: Sorry this Is late
but thanks for all your help with
Rush. Also thanks to Beau ft
Tom. All of you helped to make
my lob much easier. Lwt, Julie.
Delt Brothers the III slsses are
anxiously waiting to be wined
anddlnadll
Phi Mil's iw Brothers of SAE
are psyched tor tomorrow night.
We couldn't think of a better
sorority to warm-up lo.

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American, Forlegn. No
experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
lob or career. Send 53.00 for information. SEAFAX Dept. II.
Box
2049,
Port Angeles,
Washington. 9(362.
Sarah, congratulations on your
engagement to Johnl How did
you keep It a secret since
Christmas? You sure fooled us!
L.I.T.B. Your DO Sisters.
WANTEDI STUDENT COM
PLAINTS. We are Students HevIng Institutional Trouble ft we
are tired of it. (Read between the
lines.) We need your help. Send
us your story. Tell us about your
raw deal with the University.
Send parking services complaints (unfair ticketing, fines,
etc.) to R.R. campus box #«427.
Send your complaints about ad
visors to F.W. campus box
•063*9 Registration, fees ft late
fines to T.K. 00x0039. Laiy. Bad
or lust sluggard professors to
R.H. box 13305. Everyone Is tired
of the seme old-Students Having
Institutional Trouble.
,_
SNEA SCHEDULING HELP
5:K-7:1*TW, 236 Ifluc.
The times were great at Friday
night's tea. with such great guys
how couldn't It be? Thanks Ttsete
Chl's, the Alpha Phis,
No snow for skiing, so why not
roller skate! I wntr. Rates Sl/hr.
PJ Shops, Inc.
Bam Bam ft Pebbles-Yeeeaah,
Buddy! Congratulations on your
engagement!! Love, Shef, Bates.
fcchas,,
Marsha. Congratulations on your
ZTA-Kappa Slg(Mlaml) lavallerlng to John. What did you do? Tie
him to a tree or lock him In a
room. Love, Navigator, Lion
Tamer, and...Everything you
always wanted to know.
Phi Psl's whan you think ugly,
vote Younger-Pd. for by Younger
for Uolv Man committee.
Carol. What was the dessert at
Formal anyway? Was It "the
imt"
WANTBP

~

1 F. rmte. needed to sublet apt.
for Spr. qfr. Good roommates.

Married couple te be house
parents for a group home for
retarded beys, near Oak Harbor.
CMUU-tUl.
Camp Courageous, a residential
camp for mentally retarded
children ft adults Is looking for
staff members tor the 19*0
season. Positions open Include
counselor, crafts director, waterfront
director,
cook.
maintenance, primitive leader ft
secretary. For an application ft
mor* Information contact: Bren
da L. Kohler. 670 Frazee Ave.
(31. Bowling Green, OH or ph
352-7037.
Volunteers to drive blind teacher
from BG to Toledo once a week
for 5:30 pm appointment. Call
collect. Slant Center 1 341-11(3.
Walk or Jog For Money. A couple
of afternoons each month. 3 or 4
hours for about S15.00. Get In
shape ft earn money. Send
resume of 35 words or less to Student Post. PO BOX 673. Bowling
Green.
Pi. time LPN needed for smell
Nursing Home In BG. Cell
353- TjSl,
■___

listings. S3. Alasco,

1*47 Chevy Van. Custom with
Cregers. Foam insulated. Call
Mike Craft 9a.m. 3p.m. 353 4*44.

.

Valentine Gifts: Handmade,
personalized, red satin pillows, 3
sizes available. Bowling Pin
clown dolls ft monkey dolls
choice of colors. Order early.
WJH Ship. *e*-*4T3.

ntaa,

ma Phi Slston.

rent. Calf 153-**37

POR RENT

Are You ready to take the
plunge? The DG's are more than
ready for our 3rd Annual Award
Splash See you there!
NEXT TO NEW SHOP Clothing,

l or 3 M. or F. mite*, tar 1 bdrm.
apt. far Pall qtr. Call John

for (•-(■ school yr. Call Janet

124 SIXTH STREET. 2 bedroom
modern apartments, fully furnished, now renting for fell. S*40
a quarter plus electric. Please
call Newlove Really at 35? 51*3,.

housewares. Priced Low I Open
Tues. 10-4; Frl. 1-7:1*. SI.
Aloysius School. 2nd Floor.

s-ntsv

Campus Manor now renting for

M. rmte needed Meve In note.
Very clean. comlertaWe. I Mk.

Summer. Special Rates. A/c. Ph.
352 9302 or 352 7345 eves.

Congratulations DG's we did It
again! Special congratulations to
Kelly our new Panhel President
ft Leslie our new Cabinet Director We knew you would do It!
L.I.T.B. Your Delta Gamma
Sisters

from campus. SIM me., wtll. ad.

1 vacancy, dbl. room. Male. 3rd
qtr. Private entrance. Kitchen,
close to Univ. Also renting tor
summer , fall Of 19(0. 352 8043

Customized T- Shirts, Jerseys ft
Sportswear. Group rates for date
parties, hall parties. Iraternlty ft
sorority.
Low Cost.
Fast
Delivery Call Tim at 35? 5471
PADDLES ft LETTERS AT
AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS.
USE. WOOSTER.
Decker ft Tim congratulations on
your victory in the Phi Mu Recouetbeil Tournament. Phi Tau's
are No. 1 again! Way to go!!
We're proud of you. Love, your
Lilt. Julie ft Brenda.
OIVE A VALENTINE TO SOMEONE SPECIAL! COME TO
lei UNIVERSITY HALL ft

NATIONAL STUDENT EX
CHANGE INTEREST meeting
Fes 4, 7:30p.m.. 113 Lite Science

U.MIII

I P. rmte. tor Spr. Otr. Cheap

354-l3»7.
1 F. rmte. ter Wtr. ft Spr. qtr.
Close to campus. Call 351-3751.
Sltl qtr.
Need I F. rmte. Wtr. ft Spr. qtrs.
Own roam In house. Call Lots
372-01*9 ft 352-3(71.
P. rmte. needed new- (77 mo. ft
utll. Wtr. ft Spr. qtrs Call sue
352-1471.
Rmte. Spr. a*. 4MVt S. Summit.
Own bdrm. Call Dan 151-4714.
Help! Need I rmte. lor ee-ll yr. to
live sH campus. Nan-smokers
pleas*. Call Jee 371-leta.
HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia. Etc.
All Fields. S5O0SI.3O0 monthly
Expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free
mtowrlte: UC. box 52 la Corona
Del Mar, CA 9?625
Applications being accepted for
secretary/receptionist ft clean
ing people. VJM Temporaries.

r» Ma,

4/

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio
won a temporary victory yesterday
in its prolonged efforts to ease
federal clean air laws to permit the
burning of more of its high sulfur
coal.
But John McGuire, regional
administrator of the Federal
Environmental Protection Agency,
said the agency has agreed to let
the state average sulfur dioxide
emmissions over 30-day periods for
one year only.
State lawmakers generally
hailed the decision as one which
will at least preserve if not restore
jobs among miners in southeast
Ohio's economically troubled
coalfields.
Sen. Kinsey Milleson (DFreeport) called it "the light we've
been waiting for" and said it
means that miners now employed
will keep their jobs, and those on
three-day work weeks will work
five days "at least for a year if not
for a lifetime."
MCGUIRE SAD) a bill introduced by Milleson which would
mandate the washing of Ohio coal
before its industrial use was a

factor in the EPA decision to give
the state the 12-month reprieve.
The bill is being considered in the
Senate and is expected to come up
for a floor vote soon.
McGuire said EPA sees the
proposal, along with Gov. James A.
Rhodes' call for mandated
washing, as "Ohio's commitment
to coal washing." He said the
practice, which reduces sulfur
content and emission levels, will
provide data that could lead to
approval of a permanent Ohio
sulfur dioxide control plan.
Rhodes was in Washington
yesterday and not available for
immediate comment.
ONE LAWMAKER claimed the
12-month plan only serves to bail
President Carter out of political
trouble in the coalfields.
Rep. Wayne L. Hays (DBelmont) deplored the 12-month
limit, saying "it gets past the
November election, and I can
predict
what the Carter
Administration will do after that."
Hays and McGuire exchanged
sharp words at a news conference
called by the federal official to

announce the decision, after the
former congressman sought to
take part in the questioning.
"I've got some hard questions
about this, and you don't want to
answer them," Hays said.
McGuire said, ''Representative
Hays, if you want to hold your own
news conference, that's fine."
LATER, MCGUIRE outlined the
EPA's "Ohio enforcement podcy"
for the next 12 months. He said that
within the next year, EPA will take
no enforcement actions against
emission sources which meet the
following conditions:
-The source is meeting the
currently applicable limits applied
as a 30-day "rolling, weighted
average." This means a new 30
days begins every day, to avoid
excessive emissions on individual
days within the 30-day period,
McGuire said.
-The source obtains daily information on sulfur dioxide
emissions by using in-stack
monitors, or through coal testing.
-The emissions of julfur dioxide
in any one day do not exceed 1.5
times the emission limit in the
currently applicable limits.

^

Dixie Electric Co.

p.m.

51,000 357 5043.

mm

State reprieved in clean air war

1971 Dodge Van. Air. cruise. 4
bucket seals, double bunk bad.
Great for camping. Good condition 51,300. Call (74 3444 alter s

RESUME
TYPESETTING

'

Stewart said the idea of selling
the workers might not be
economically feasible.

Ohio coal:

(r

CetvmgV».PH 4MW,
fOR SALE
~
Advertise Your Unwonted Items
Per Free In The Flotlonds
Trader Newspaper. Pay A Com
mission Only If Your Item sells.
Call 153-15W. 75,400 Readers
Weekly!
'

1*75 Mercury Montego. Dark
green, blk. landau roof, AC,
power steering ft brakes, la
MPG. 75.000 highway miles.

3 P. rmtes. to share 1 bdrm. apt.

HOWEVER, Steward said, "the
steel industry has come to
Congress to ask for special
government assistance to help it
meet foreign competition. It seems
to me that if we are to grant this
request, it is reasonable to ask of
the industry that it assist those
communities where it shuts down
operations."

Box 34(0,

a&

fttlltL

None of the senators present
indicated Congress was likely-or
even authorized-to compel such
negotiations.

Wfta, CA HOlf,
S370/Thousand for envelopes you
mall. Postage Paid. Free.
W.P.B. (75 Harrison Ave. Biz

F. rmte. Spr. Qtr. Close to cam

M. Veteran wJshes a sleeping
room or ellic. apt. far Spr. Otr. ft
SMI school year. Call Frank

ONE EMPLOYEE, Michael
Kaufman, said a cooperative including workers and steelfabricating companies "will
modernize our mills, instituting
modem technology."
But he added, "We need time;
the planning cannot be done
overnight."
He asked that U.S. Steel be
forced to turn over information on

marketing and costs of operation,
and he said, "Above all, they must
be compelled to negotiate with us."

JOBS
IN ALASKA. Sum
mer/year round, saoo S2000 mon
thlyl All fields-parks, fisheries,
teaching and more! How, where
to get lobs. 19(0 employer

pus, Cheap, 352 13W1 F. rmte. needed lor spr. Qtr.
SSO mo. access to pool. Call
Melanle, 354-KOs.

mom,

AS FOR the workers' plans,
Dembeck said "the worst thing we
can do is have a group of people
invest their hard-earned funds and
then have it not succeed."
About competition, he said,
"Massive amounts of federal funds
poured into new facilities...don't
help the independent steel companies," a reference to possible
federal aid to a buyer of the plant.
A Commerce Department official, George Karras, testified that
potential federal money to help
Youngstown deal with recent plant
closings would include $100 rriillion

in loan guarantees to support a
company or group proposing "a
viable steel project which would
create employment."
Several of the steelworkers also
testified, telling the subcommittee
that closing of U.S. Steel's
Youngstown works will displace
about 3,500 workers, bringing the
total to 10,000 in closings by various
companies in the past few years.

RESUME'
TYPESETTING
MUSH.

Dear Huggle Buggles-MAYBE
you'll go active MAYBE you'll
get in. MUCH LOVE, your Gam

PLACE YOUR AD ON THE BG
NEWS VALENTINE PAGE
HURRYI! THE DEADLINE IS
FEB. 11th, 4:M PM. ONLY

crackling contests.

The photos were taken, the Guide
said, with a concealed Minox spy
camera-"the kind the CIA uses."

subcommittee room as Sen. Donald
Steward, (D-Ala.) told Dembeck
the company should negotiate with
the workers and asked him if U.S.
Steel was afraid of new competition.

House avail for Spr. Otr. 4
students. S125 per student each
mo. plus utll Call 352 5410 alter 5
Fum. eftIc. apt. for subls. Green
view Apis Call Dan 354 1253. S204
mo. utll. includ.
Fum. apt. 531 E. Merry, near Otlenhauer Towers. 4 F./S95 mo.
each. 9 mo. lease. John Newlove
Real Estate. 353 6553.
House 133 Manville, F. Stove ft
refrig. turn. June 15, 1900 June
15, 19(1. 1500 mo. John Newlove
Real Estate 353 4553.
Fum. hs*. 722 (In St. 4 F 570 mo.
*ech June IS. 19*0 June 15, 19(1.
John Newlove Real Estate.

353 4553
3 bdrm
353 3443.

turn. apt. 734 4th St

Houses, opts, ft rooms.
Summer ft Fall rentals.
Ph 353 7145.
3 bdrm. apts lor 4 students. Near
campus. Ph 353 7345.

WIOT FM104
AIR GUITAR CONTEST
Remember playing an Imaginary guitar to
"Stairway to Heaven," "Dream On," or
any of those great Rock-n-Roll Classics;
well, here is your chance to be a STAR!
Pick out your music, practice on your
air guitar, and. . .

GET READY FOR THIS
AREAS FIRST

AIR GUITAR CONTEST
WINNER WILL RECEIVE A YAMAHA
GUITAR AND CASE VALUED OVER $300.

THURSDAY FEB. 7th
DOORS OPEN AT 8 P.M.
CONTESTANTS MUST SIGN-UP AT THE MAIN BAR AT DIXIE.
CALL FOR INFO 874-8649 or 248-3377.
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sports,
BG and Buffalo?

'Miami' streaks haunt both places
Bowling Green, Ohio, and Buffalo, New York, have more than
cold winters in common - their
sports fans hate the word "Miami."
Think about how the people of
Buffalo must feel. For 20 games in
a row, their Bills have lost to their
National Football League opponent
Miami Dolphins.
Now doesn't that make you feel
better, when you think of the
"mere" 10 straight times that
Bowling Green's basketball team
has lost to the Miami University
Redskins?
Probably not

more interesting) BG has won all 10
games this season.
When the ticket office closed
yesterday, few tickets were left
And that should be a major factor,
because this year's basketball
"crazies" in Anderson Arena have
been the best I've seen in two years
of traveling around the MAC.

BECAUSE when you toss in the
seven consecutive tosses to Miami
by the Falcon football team, that's
quite a record for the "school down
south." Some people might even
call it a]---. (I'm not even going to
use the word.)
Well maybe it's time for all this
madness to stop, and then again
maybe not, based on past happenings.
But we'll all know tonight following the 7:30 game in Anderson
Arena, where (to make things even

AND WHAT better time for BG's
leading scorer, Joe Faine, to get
the flu.
That's right. Faine missed
yesterday's practice and, according to BG coach John Weinert,
he's not sure if Faine will play
tonight.
But the junior forward yesterday
said, "I'll play. No doubt
"I got sick after the (Ball State)
game. I think it took a lot out of me.
I just have to take it easy."
Faine is averaging 17.4 ponts a

sideline
Dan Firestone
spoils editor

MAC Basketball Standings
Bowling Green
Toledo
Northern Illinois
Miami
Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Western Michigan
Ball State
Kent State
Ohio

MAC
W-L
9-1
9-1
8-4
5-5
♦«
4-6
«
4-7
4-7
2-8

All Games
W-L
16-3
16-4
10-9
7-13
ii><>
10-1.1
9-11
10-11
6-14
5-15

game and had 20 against the Cardinals Monday.
"I DONT think there's any such
thing as a "Miami Whammy". I
don't think any of the players do,"
Faine said. " I think it's
something that newspaper men or
sports information people do to get
people to come to the games.
"We're just going to take them
(Miami) as another good team and
play as hard as we can."
There is more for this BG team
than just beating Miami.
The Falcons are more concerned
with staying on top of the MidAmerican Conference where they
are in a first-place tie with Toledo
atM.
Few people realize that BG's 16-3
record is among the top ten in the
nation for win-loss percentage.
THE STATISTICAL match-ups
aren't even close with Bowling
Green leading Miami in every
category.
The Redskins are 7-13 and In
fourth place with a 5-5 record. But
the last three wins over BG have
been by one point and that kind of
makes everyone forget about
records.
This is the only team to hand the
Falcons a loss in the MAC, with a
62-61 overtime win in Oxford.
That was ten games ago.
And what a perfect number for
thisrtory-"10".
A nice round number, like 200 which is the number of coaching
wins that BG's John Weinert could
have with a victory.
And it would be victory No. 10 in a
row since the loss to Miami.
In this "Year of Bo Derek," 10
seems to be a perfect number to
snap the j - - -.

photo by Al Fuchs
BQ gosltender Welly Charko prepares to stop a shot by Poland's AndrzeJ Malyslak In
last night's exhibition game at the Ice Arena.

BG surprises Polish Olympians, 5-4
by Dave Lewandowskl
assistant sports editor

The rumor that Bowling Green
hockey coach Jerry York wants
to add the Polish Olympic team
to the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association is false - although it
wouldn't be a bad idea.
Paced by two goals by senior
forward Tim Alexander, the
Falcons defeated the Poles 5-4
last night in an exhibition game
at the Ice Arena before 1,953
fans.
"I think, they took us lightly,"
York said. "It's quite an accomplishment to steal a win like
that. I was very surprised. I
didn't think that we would win. I
think our team played exceptionally well and caught the
Polish team off-guard."

Grapplers fall to 5-12 at Kent State
by Rob Boukissen
staff reporter

Bowling Green's wrestling team
hooked up with defending MidAmerican Conference champion
Kent State Saturday losing 27-13,
BG's eighth loss in nine matches
with MAC opponents and 12th in 17
overall matches.
The outcome at Kent was highly
expected, but BG coach Pete
Riesen said, "You take away those
two pins and we had a chance to
win."
The two pins he was referring to

were those suffered by 126-pounder
Al Sherrill and heavyweight Brad
Rossi.
Sherrill has been pinned in his
last six matches.
"We have to do something about
the 126-pound class," Riesen said.
Sherrill's loss was sandwiched
between a 6-1 loss by Nick Picciuto
( 18) and Bob Colatruglio (134) pin
over his opponent
Riesen had praise for Colatruglio, who after placing fourth
at the Ohio State Invitational, has
won four out of his last six matches.
142-pounder Mark Trimble then

lost 7-2 before John Ice at 150
pounds won 7-0 in what Riesen called a "really physical" match.
Milo Sanda (158) and Tom Cross
(167) each lost decisions before
Pete Werling won decisively, M, to
put BG within five points.
However, the match was put out
of the Falcons' reach when
190-pounder Kris Burkett lost 4-1.
The Falcons return home after a
three-week stint on the road with a
quadrangular meet Saturday at
noon with Ball State, Alma College
and Youngstown.

Ryan, Anich lead BG runners
by Christopher Sherfc

A one-two finish by Kevin Ryan
and John Anich in the 1,500-meter
run highlighted Bowling Green's
men's Indoor track performances
at Saturday's Western Michigan
Relays in Kalamazoo, Mich. The
Falcons also got another secondplace finish and five thirds.
"We wanted to get Ryan
qualified (for nationals) at
Western, but he didn't quite make
it," Brodt said. "But he's steadily
improving his times, so hell
probably get another chance
soon."
The Cleveland senior ran the
1,500 in 3:51.5, about four seconds
off the qualifying time of 3:47.6.
OTHER STRONG Falcon performances included Jeff McCormick's 6.2 in the 55 meter dash,
good for third place.
Another third was earned by
Pete Murtaugh in the 5,000, an
event rarely run indoors.
"Murtaugh ran a pretty good
time (14:41.2), considering that
5,000 meters is a lot of laps on a 200

meter track, it's just a long way
around indoors," Brodt said.
Another rarity occurred when BG
miler Steve Housley missed
hearing a change in the starting
time of his event, a fact which
dashed his hopes of qualifying for
the nationals in this meet.
'"I WAS supposed to run in the
invitational mile at 7:25, but at
7:00,1 found out that we would be
running at 7:05," Housley said. "I
had jogged a mile by then, but I
was no where near ready for the
race."
Brodt added, "Housley ran well
in spite of the change. I didn 't catch
it (the change in starting times)
and he didn't catch it, it was just
that simple."
Housley's 4:07.6 placed him sixth
in the event. The first five runners
all qualified.
BG's only strong showing in the
field events came from Joe Ritter,
who took second place in the triple
jump with a leap of 47-1. ■
Three BG relay teams took thirdplace finished in the meet: the
sprint medley team of James
Wells, McCormick, OliverHairston

Mileti to give up Cavs
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - Nick J.
Mileti, president of the Cleveland
Cavaliers and once a major force
in Cleveland sports, will sell his
interest in the National Basketball
Association dub for at least
$1,395,000 it was announced
Monday.
The sale will break the last link
to the Cleveland sports world for
Mileti, whose whirlwind activities
once had him involved also in the
Cleveland Indians of the American
league, pro hockey and construction of the Coliseum home of
his Cavaliers.

Mileti, 48, a Bowling Green State
University alumnus, moved to
Beverly Hills, Calif., last year and
says he has become interested in
moviemaking.
Bill Needle, a club spokesman,
said Mileti will sell his 155,000
shares to Louis A. Mitchell of
Columbus at $9 a share.
Mileti owns about 20 percent of
the team he founded 10 years ago
as an expansion franchise. Mitchell,
the
team's second leading
shareholder, owns about 12 percent
interest In the Cleveland
Professional Basketball Co.

and Jeff S. Brown; the 3,200 relay
foursome of Holger Hille, Housley,
Dave Agosta and Joe Mag ill; and
the distance medley quartet of
Brown, Tim Dayhuff, Hille and
Agosta.
Brodt will split up the squad this
weekend with part of the team
competing in the Michigan State
Relays and others taking part in
the Knights of Columbus Meet in
the Richfield Coliseum.

THE FALCONS jumped out to
a 3-0 lead after the first period.
Alexander opened the scoring at
the 2:54 mark, with a rebound of
an Andy Crowther shot from the
left faceoff circle. Yves Pelland
gave BG a 2-0 lead at 8:56, scoring on a Brian MacLellan pass
on a three-on-two BG break.
Freshman Brian Hills closed
the scoring in the first period
with a rebound of a Crowther
shot at 16:16.
BG goaltender Wally Charko
played the first period recording
15 saves.

club clips
Volleyball
Bowling Green's club volleyball team placed first in the Kenyon College tournament last weekend.
The Falcons were led by hitters Jim Hendricks and setters
Don Tonabie and Yuichi Abe.
Defensive stars were Tim Morrow, Paul Keller and Jeff
Dietz.
The spikers will host home tournaments Feb. 12 in Anderson
Arena and March 1 at the Student Rec Center.

Skiing
Bowling Green's women's ski racing team took five of the six
first-place awards in the Governor's Cup races last weekend in
Mansfield, Ohio.
Janet Slade placed first in both the slalom and giant slalom
events while Tammy Zinn captured second place in both
events. Jennifer Brown was there in the giant slalom.
Seven schools from Ohio competed. BG will compete in the
state championships Saturday at Boston Mills.

THE POLES got on the
scoreboard at the 3:53 mark of
the second period when Leszek
Kodoszka's shot from the slot got
through the pads of BG
goaltender Mark Mazur.
Poland closed the gap to 3-2 at
6:03 when Tadeusz Obloj scored
into an open net after pulling
Mazur from the net on a two-onone break.
The Falcons made it a twogoal game again when Chris
Guertin got the puck off the
faceoff from Pelland and fired a
wrist shot past Polish goalie
Henryk Wojtynek at 8:42.
The Poles cut the lead to 4-3
when Henryk Pytel caught an
opening between the right post
and the pad to BG goalie Mike
David at 14:15. But Alexander
gave BG a 5-3 lead at 16:49 on a
backhand shot from the slot on a
Barry Mills pass from the corner.
Stanislaw Klocer closed out
the scoring with a goal from the
left faceoff circle at 17:01.
THE POLES outshot the
Falcons in the game 36-27 with
Mazur making 13 second period
saves and David stopping eight
attempts in the third.
Alexander said he was surprised the Falcons won the game.
"I never expected this after
watching them practice," he
said. "But the game was a lot of

fun. There was a lot of free
skating and open spots, and it
was the first time I've scored
two goals in a college game."
York said he enjoyed the game
from a coaching and also a fan
standpoint
"That's the way the game
should be played at our level,"
he said. "There was a lot of endto-end action. There were no late
hits and no talking back at the
referee. It was a very enjoyable
game.
"As a team, I think we moved
the puck well," York continued.
"The lines played well together
and we got everyone involved.
We played six defensemen, four
lines and three goaltenders."
Before the game, the teams
exchanged gifts with BG giving
the Poles a paperweight with the
University seal and the Falcons
receiving a stickpin with the
Polish insignia.
POLAND CONTINUES preOlympic competition with a
game against the University of
Michigan tonight in Ann Arbor
before playing Michigan State
Friday and Union College in
New York on Sunday.
Poland opens Olympic competition against Finland next
Tuesday. Poland is in the "Red"
division of the Games along with
Russia, Canada, Finland, Japan
and Holland.

NO STOPPING US NOW
NOT EVEN MIAMI!
BG IS NOW 10-0 AT
HOME IN FRONT OF THE
BEST FANS IN THE MAC.
NOT EVEN THE REDSKINS CAN STOP THE
FALCON EXPRESSI
OON'T GET CAUGHT
WITHOUT A TICKET TO
THIS CRUCIAL MAC
GAME AGAINST ARCH_ RjVALMIAMI^ _ _ _

D.b. VS. MIAM
[BGSU Women vs. Miami
_«t5^00£.m.X _ _

Hockey
Paced by Dave Phiel's hat trick, Bowling Green's club
hockey team skated to a 9-3 Mid-Central Collegiate Hockey
Association (MCCHA) victory over host Northwood Institute
Friday.
Other Falcon goals were made by Dave Hoops, who netted
two. Mike Stetson, Rob Williams, Scott Worton and Andre
Latrielle.
The victory boosts BG's MCCHA record to 8-2-1 and its overall
record to 127-2.
The club skaters will be in action three times this weekend
when they host Calvin College, Friday at 2 pm,
and Northwood Institute, Saturday following the varsity game. Sunday, they travel to Detroit for a game with the Detroit Jr.
Wings.

TONIGHT!
TICKETS AT
THE GATE
BENCH RESERVED $4.00
GEN. ADMISSION

$2.00
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We're on
our way!

Domino's Pizza Is:
Moving... ahead to meet the 80" s,
getting better all the time.
Growing... into the #1
pizza maker nationwide I
Creating... a delicious, custommade pizza just the way you want it I

007870/3403
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Working ... to gain your trust and
keep you #1!
Expect the best! But from now on,
call us Pizza Dispatch*I

Fast, free delivery
1616 EWooster
Telephone: 352-1539
Free Pepsi! Get up to 4 free cups of
Pepsi when you order a large pizza or
2 free cups of Pepsi with a small pizza
Our drivers carry less than $10.00.
Limited delivery area ..MOIV™.,^™

'*«

I

$2.00 off any
large 2-item or
more pizza
One coupon/pizza
Expires: 2/18/80
Fast free delivery
1616 EWooster
Phone:352-1539
X

Delivering ... to your door in
a fast 30 minutes at no extra charge)
Changing... to meet the needs of
a spirited fast paced tomorrow I

Call us
Pizza
Dispatch!

£

1

$1.00 off any
size pizza
One coupon
per pizza
Expires: 2/18/80
Fast free delivery
1616 EWooster
Phone:352-1539

